I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of information technology, identification has become the frequently encountered problems in daily life, especially for the incremental need of high identification.
Traditional ways of identity authentication, such as ID card, word of command and the password, tend to be forgotten, easy to crack and inconvenient to carry, have been confronted the severe challenge. To the contrary, biometric features are peculiar to the people, not easy to forge and lost, and easy carrying. Therefore, the identification technologies based on biometric recognition show unprecedented superiority, and become an international research focus in recent years.
a. Biometric recognition
Biometric recognition refers to the use of inherent physiological or behavioral characteristics of human body for personal identification in computer technology [1] . Inherent physiological characteristics, many of which are congenital, consist of face, fingerprint, palm print, iris, etc.
Behavior habits, many of which are acquired, include speech, gait, handwriting, and keystroke action, etc. (seen in Figure 1 ).
Figure 1. Biometric features recognition
The biometric features for identity authentication should involve the following three aspects.
(1) Accuracy: the biometric features can improve the accuracy of the identification.
(2) Reliability: forging of the biological characteristics is difficult.
(3) Applicability: the biometric features are feasible to application.
An ideal biometric recognition system should consist of various biological characteristics, include face, fingerprint, palm print, Iris, speech, gait, handwriting, keystroke action, etc.
Compared with other biometric features, face recognition has the following four merits.
(1) Non-mandatory: faces collection do not require special acquisition device, facial data can be got almost unconsciously, which means that the sampling way is non-mandatory.
(2) Non-contact: users do not need to directly contact with acquisition device.
(3) Concurrency: the sorting, judgment and recognition of multiple faces can be conducted in the actual application scenarios.
(4) Intuition: conforms to visual features, follows the rule "judge people with their appearance". Therefore, the research method discussed in this paper, is based on facial biometric identification.
b. Classification methods
Essentially, biometric identification belongs to classification problem in the field of artificial intelligence: according to the potential information provided by training sample, classifier classifies the testing data into two classes, one classified to yes, and one to no. So far, the methods of classification can be roughly divided into the following three classes.
(1) Classical statistical forecasting methods. Statistics is one of the key theoretical foundations of existing machine learning methods. In this method, the related form of parameters in the model is known, using the training samples to estimate parameters needs the form of samples' distribution to be known, which has great limitations in applications. In addition, the traditional statistical research is the gradual theory when sample size tends to infinity, but in the actual problems, the sample size is limited, so some excellent theoretically statistical learning methods do not perform well in actual applications.
(2) Experiential nonlinear methods, such as the artificial neural network. For approximating real values, discrete values, or the vector-valued goal function, this method provides a solution with strong robustness. For certain types of problems, such as learning to explain the complex realworld sensor data, artificial neural network is known as the most effective learning way so far. It establishes the nonlinear model based on known samples, overcoming the difficulties of traditional parameter estimation method. But the lack of unified mathematical theory, excessive training data fitting and poor generalization performance are also important problems in the learning of artificial neural network.
(3) Statistical Learning Theory (SLT), which is a specialized theory for the research of machine learning law under small sample, compared with the traditional statistics. This theory developed a new theoretical system on statistical problems with small samples, under which theory not only the requirements for asymptotic performance, but also the pursuit of the optimal results under the conditions of existing limited information are considered to obtain the statistical inference rules.
It should be noted that, during the period of 1992 to 1995, based on SLT theory, Vapnik et al.
proposed successfully the Support Vector Machine (SVM) method [2] [3] [4] .
Compared with the traditional statistical learning methods, SVM method has more solid mathematics theory foundation, which can effectively dealing with high-dimensional data under the condition of limited samples, and has the merits of strong generalization ability, convergence to the global optimal, non-sensitive to dimension, etc. Based on these merits, SVM has become one of the most popular research direction in the field of machine learning, and achieved widely research and application successfully in many fields, such as pattern classification, regression analysis, and estimation of density function, and so on.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present a brief introduction to SVM in Section II. Section III provides a review on face recognition. We give a summary of Kernel Clustering in Section IV. Section V proposes the detailed improved SVC algorithm and experimental results, and section VI concludes this paper.
II. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
For the SVM classifier, the aim of training is to find out which samples are support vectors, thus determine the decision function to predict the new samples. As a result, the number of support vector is the main factor affecting the training speed. The kernel matrix of training samples, to be computed and stored by SVM, increases with the square of training samples' number, which becomes the bottleneck of SVM for large-scale problems and limits its application. In recent years, many scholars are looking for more rapid and efficient algorithms of SVM, which can be used to In recent years, there are lots of works devoted to parallel implementation method of training SVM. For example, Collobert [5] proposed parallel hybrid method of SVM, Dong [6] used block diagonal matrix to approximate the original kernel matrix, Zanghirati [7] proposed SVM light parallel method, Huang [8] proposed modular network realization method of SVM, Cao [9] proposed SMO parallel method, and so on. These methods have achieved obvious improvement for massive data problems in practical application. However, can the local optimal solution of subproblem guarantee the global optimal solution in parallel algorithm, is still a research topic to be urgently solved.
e. Data reduction-based algorithm
The lower bound of support vector's number is linear with the number of training sample. Taking some kind of strategy, therefore, by choosing the training samples most likely to be support vector, or deleting the training samples most unlikely to be support vector, or taking the above two methods at the same time to preprocess the training set, can reduce the size of training set, and then accelerates the training process without much loss of precision. But the experimental results
show that, if the proportion of the support vector in the training set is large, the generalization ability of data reduction-based algorithm is lower than the standard SVM. Asharaf [10] claimed that, even though the decomposition or data-sampling techniques [11] [12] [13] [14] can help to reduce the complexity of the optimization problem, they are still expensive for use in applications involving large data sets.
The quadratic matrix involved in the above five types of algebraic algorithms are required to be sparse, which results in the need for large memory and training process for many practical problems, where the conditions are not met. And that the series of intuitive interpretation-based geometric algorithms, can relieve the contradiction mentioned above.
f. SVM geometry methods
Different from the algebraic algorithm of SVM, which solves the dual problem in transformed feature space, the geometry algorithm of SVM solves the original problem in the sample space.
After Bennett and Crisp putting forward the idea of finding a pair of nearest points between the convex hulls of two points' sets, there are many excellent SVM geometry algorithms based on the idea of nearest points. For example, projection method-based Swap algorithm is suitable only for linear separable problem, the rapid geometry iteration algorithm proposed by Keerthi can indirectly solve the inseparable problem, and the reduced convex hull algorithm proposed by Mavroforakis can directly solve the inseparable problem. In addition, Tsang proved the equivalence between the Minimum Enclosing Ball (MEB) and SVM, introducing an excellent approximation MEB algorithm to solve the SVM classification and regression problems for massive data, called the Core Vector Machine (CVM) [15] , whose time complexity is linear with the sample size, and the space complexity is independent of the number of samples. Therefore, CVM is suitable for handling large data classification problems. Although conceptually simple, a sophisticated numerical solver is required for its implementation, which is computationally expensive when applying on large-scale problems with very large core-sets. After that, the Simpler Core Vector Machines (SCVM) [16] replaces the numerical solver with an iterative algorithm, which results in a faster training than CVM with comparable accuracy on massive data sets. However, the training process of MEB problem solved in both CVM and SCVM tend to be redundant, which results in unnecessary costs both in time and space complexities.
In this paper we develop a (1+  )-approximate algorithm for computing the MEB of a given points set, with which we can achieve a fast Support Vector Clustering process to handle classification problem, and face recognition, as well.
III. FACE RECOGNITION METHODS
Face recognition is a computer technology of identity authentication by comparison and analysis of human visual characteristic information, the most commonly used means of identification in daily life, and one of the most popular research topic in pattern recognition currently.
a. Classification of face recognition methods
Face recognition research originated in the 1960's, and emerged a lot of excellent face recognition algorithms by now. According to the development history of facial recognition technology, the methods can be roughly divided into the following kinds.
a.i The method based on geometric features
These methods are the earliest human face recognition methods [17] , which commonly use the geometric feature of face features (eyes, nose and mouth), and other local shape features on the face of the geometric distribution.
Firstly, calculating the distances, edge curvatures, and angles between the specified feature points respectively to form eigenvectors. Secondly, using the Euclidean distance classifier for feature matching, recognition result can be output by the nearest neighbor method. Identification method based on geometric features is simple, rapid and easy to understand, but the extraction of stable geometric features from the image is difficult.
a.ii The method based on correlation matching
These methods include template matching method and the contour method.
(1) Template matching method: Firstly, determining facial feature points by integral projection method, extracting local feature templates (such as the eyes and nose templates). Secondly, conducting local template matching, computing the correlation coefficient to classify. In terms of recognition rate, identification method based on correlation matching is better than the method based on geometric features, but the use of multiple templates and multi-scale will increase the complexity of computing and storage. proposed Fisherface method in 1997, and obtained better effect [20] .
In addition, the common-used algorithms for facial recognition and identification include the methods based on statistics, such as: K-L algorithm [21] , singular value decomposition (SVD) [22] , hidden markov method (HMM) [23] , the method based on neural network [24] , etc.
b. The technological process of face recognition
Face recognition system mainly includes five parts: face images collection, face detection, face images preprocessing, face images feature extraction and face images matching and identification (see Figure 2) . 
b.ii Face detection
In practice, face detection is mainly used for the preprocess of face recognition, namely making accurate image size and location of the human faces in images. The characteristics contained in face images are very rich, such as histogram features, color features, template characteristics, structure and Haar features, etc. Face detection is to pick out the useful information, and use these characteristics to achieve face detection.
b.iii Face images preprocessing
Face image preprocessing is a process of image processing for feature extraction based on the results of face detection. Due to the limitation of various conditions and random disturbance, original images collected by system often cannot be used directly, it must be preprocessed in the early stages of image processing on gray scale correction, noise filtering and image preprocessing.
For face images, the pretreatment process mainly includes the light compensation of face image, 
b.iv Face images feature extraction
The characteristics used for face recognition systems include visual characteristics, the characteristics of pixels, face image transform coefficient, and face image algebra characteristics, etc. Facial feature extraction is conducted according to some features of faces. Face feature extraction method can be divided into the following two categories, feature extraction based on geometric features, and algebra features. Both of the two methods have its own advantages and shortcomings, the chosen strategy is still a challenging topic.
b.v Face images matching and recognition
Searching and matching the characteristics extracted from face images with the feature template stored in the database, when the similarity exceeds a given threshold, the matching results are output. The process can be divided into two processes, one is confirmation, a process of image comparison by one-to-one, another is identification, a process of image matching and comparison by one-to-many.
The procedures we discuss detailed in this paper are face detection and face recognition.
IV. KERNEL CLUSERING METHODS
As a kind of common tool of data analysis and unsupervised machine learning methods, clustering aims at dividing the data set into several classes (or clusters), keeping the maximum similarity between the data of each same class, and the maximum difference between the data of each pair of different class [25] . According to the basic ideas the clustering algorithms adopt, they can be roughly divided into five types [26] , the partition clustering, the hierarchical clustering, the density-based clustering, the grid-based clustering, and the model-based clustering. At present, the research on the clustering algorithm is deepening, and the kernel clustering and spectral clustering are two methods that have attracted much attention in recent years [27] .
The main idea of kernel clustering method is adopting a nonlinear mapping  , such that the data points in input space can be mapped into a high-dimensional feature space, selecting appropriate Mercer kernel function instead of nonlinear mapping of the inner product to cluster in the feature space. The kernel clustering method is universal, and has great improvement to the classical clustering methods. The adopted nonlinear mapping can increase the linear separable probability on input data points, which can achieve more accurate clustering, and faster convergence speed, as well. Under the condition the classical clustering algorithms fail, the kernel clustering algorithms can always work. The kernel trick idea in kernel clustering method can be illustrated in Figure 3 below, where the left is the original input space, and the right is the kernel-induced space. Where ij  is the Kronecker delta function, defined as following
We denote the pair [28] . Based on the Support Vector Domain Description (SVDD) algorithm [29] , Ben-Hur (2001) proposed an unsupervised nonparametric clustering algorithm, called SVC [30] , whose basic idea is formulated as follows. The data points are mapped from input space to a high dimensional feature space using a Gaussian kernel, and seeking for the smallest sphere that encloses all the image of the data in feature space.
This sphere is mapped back to data space, where it forms a set of contours which enclose the data points. These contours are interpreted as cluster boundaries. Points enclosed by each separate contour are associated with the same cluster. As the width parameter of the Gaussian kernel is decreased, the number of disconnected contours in data space increases, leading to an increasing number of clusters. Since the contours can be interpreted as delineating the support of the underlying probability distribution, SVC algorithm can be viewed as one identifying valleys in this probability distribution [28, 29] . The shape of the enclosing contours in input space is governed by two parameters: q, the scale parameter of the Gaussian kernel, and C, the soft margin constant. Figure 5 above demonstrates the effects of these two parameters [30] But there is still a bottleneck of weak scalability with the number of training sample data size in SVC algorithm, so many new SVC algorithms are designed to improve the computing efficiency [30, 31] .
V. IMPROVED MEB ALGORITHM FOR SVC
Utilizing the concept of Core Set (seen in Figure 6 ), the MEB algorithm adopted in references [30, 31, [34] [35] [36] has the time and space complexities of ) expansion contains all the points, so the square points is the core set of all points However, we found that the final core vectors obtained for formulating the final decision function is always more than necessary in implementations, which results in some redundancies in the process of storing and training. This claim can be demonstrated clearly in Figure 6 above, where the number of squire points is larger than 3, the necessary points' number in 2-D space to determine the circle at most.
a. The SMEB algorithm
We formulate the SMEB algorithm in Table 1 below. 
The detailed proofs of these theorems are omitted here for conciseness, interested readers can refer to Wang [37, 38] .
c. Experiments on synthetic data
Experiments are performed on five synthetic data sets, which follow a uniform distribution on the interval (0, 10) ( Table 2 ). All experiments do not adopt the probabilistic speedup method utilized in CVM for simplicity. We use Matlab 7.0 on a PC with Pentium-4 3.20 GHz CPU, 1GB of RAM running Windows XP to implement our experiments. . Fig. 7 -Fig. 11 demonstrate the different performances with different values of  for different data listed in Table 2 , from which we can see that SMEB algorithm is usually faster than CVM and SCVM on the same  with comparable accuracies, which implies that SMEB is more suitable for solving larger data problems (seen in Figure 11 , and SMEB has accuracies comparable with the other two algorithms, especially when  gets small enough. When utilized to handle larger data set, e.g., data 5, the SMEB algorithm is usually faster than CVM and SCVM for the same value of  , with comparable accuracies, which implies that SMEB is more suitable for solving larger data problems (Fig. 10) . When  decreases, the SMEB tends to be closer to the exact optimal solution, but at the expense of higher time and space complexities.
Such a tradeoff between efficiency and approximation quality is typical of all approximation schemes. We implemented the proposed SMEB algorithm to handle kernel clustering problem, and then we can deal with face recognition in two steps.
d.i Face detection
According to the geometry features and the gray value of faces, we can accordingly locate the faces in vary backgrounds (seen in Figure 12, 13) . Compared to CVM and SCVM algorithms, it has the competitive performances in both training time and accuracy. Besides, by use of the proposed SMEB algorithm, we can achieve a fast Support Vector Clustering process to effective handle Classification problem and Face
Recognition. Experiments on both synthetic and real-world data sets demonstrate the validity of the proposed algorithm.
